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Let f be a discrete subgroup of a semisimple Lie group G such that r\G has a 
linite volume. Using a theorem of Moscovici we express the multiplicity of discrete 
series representations of G in the discrete spectrum of L2(r\G) as the Lz-index of a 
twisted Dirac operator. This result, which extends a result of Moscovici and of the 
author, holds for all integrable discrete series and for infinitely many nonintegrable 
discrete series. In particular, up to computing L*-indices in the special rank one 
case, it implies the Osborne-Warner formula. ‘1) 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let H be a compact subgroup of a connected semisimple Lie group G 
with finite center. Let f be a discrete torsion-free subgroup of G such that 
the quotient T\G has a finite volume. If E, F are finite-dimensional H 
modules, let b,9 be the corresponding induced homogeneous vector 
bundles over G/H. The “locally homogeneous” quotient bundles r\&, r\F 
over T\G/H are well defined, and one may consider differential operators 
33 from r\& to r\F which have G-invariant lifts from d to 9. Such 
operators are said to be locally invariant. Recently the following result has 
been proved. 
Theorem I. I (Moscovici [S]). If 9 is focally invariant and elliptic 
then the kernel of 9 is finite-dimensional. Let ind 9 = dim kernel of g-dim 
kernel of .9*, where 9* is the formal adjoint of 9. When H is a maximal 
compact subgroup K of G, this L2-index ind 9 depends only on the modules 
E, F (and thus is independent of 9) and is given by 
ind9=~mm,(T){dimHom,(H,, E)-dimHom,(H,, F)} MEL:, 
(1.2) 
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where m,(f) is the multiplicity of an irreducible unitary representation 
(7c, H,) E d of G in the discrete spectrum Ls(T\G) of the right regular 
representation of G on L’(T\G); H, is the Hilbert space of r. 
Moscovici has applied Theorem 1.1 in the case when G, K are of equal 
rank to the twisted Dirac operator 9 = ,-gJ (where p is the highest weight 
of an irreducible K module E, and b, B are the t spinor bundles &’ = 
4!@.Y’), in conjunction with an estimate of Atiyah~Schmid given in Sec- 
tion 5 of [ I], to express the multiplicity of a Harish-Chandra discrete series 
representation 7cl,+iik (for ~1 “sufticiently nonsingular”) in L:(r\G) as the 
L2-index ind rgl, where 2dk is the sum of positive compact roots; see 
Theorem 3.2 of [S]. If G/K is rank one ind rgT is computed by Barbasch 
and Moscovici in [2]. This generalizes the computations of Osborne- 
Warner [9], DeGeorge [S] (the errors in [9] are corrected in [5]), and 
those of Schmid and HottaaParthasarathy [ 11,7] (where r\G is assumed 
to be compact, but G/K is of arbitrary rank). The unitary representations 
(rr, H,) which contribute to the index formula (1.2) in the case 9 = @j; 
have been determined generally by Barbasch and Silva in [3], and by the 
author in [ 143 in the special case when G/K is Hermitian, which permits a 
more explicit description of the (n, H,). 
On the other hand we observe that the estimate in Section 5 of [ 1 ] on 
which Theorem 3.2 of [S] depends can be replaced by the sharper result 
Theorem 2.13 of [ 131 (see Theorem 2.3). Moreover the methods of [ 131 
apply to noncompact r\G if the MatsushimaaMurakami dimension for- 
mula (formula (3.2) of [ 131) which requires compactness of r\G, is 
replaced by Moscovici’s formula (1.2). In this way we extend the mul- 
tiplicity result Theorem 3.3 of [ 131 to r with cotinite volume, and we 
derive the multiplicity result Theorem 3.2 of [S] under a much relaxed 
condition on the parameter p. We obtain Theorem 2.7 below under the 
single condition a of (2.4) (on p= A + 6,, in the notation there). For 
suitable G this is the best possible theorem, for it is already indicated in the 
co-compact case in [ 141 that condition d cannot be relaxed. 
2. THE MULTIPLICITY FORMULA 
We shall assume that G, K are equal rank and therefore choose a Cartan 
subgroup H of G such that H c K. We let g, k, h denote the com- 
plexifications of the Lie algebras g,, kO, ho of G, K, H, respectively. Let A 
be the set of nonzero roots of (g, h) let A,, A, denote the set of noncom- 
pact, compact roots respectively, and let ( , ) denote the Killing form of g. 
If Q c A we shall write (Q) for the sum of roots belonging to Q. Given an 
arbitrary choice of a system of positive roots A+ c d, we write A,: = 
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A,,nA+,A~=A,nA+,2S=(A+),2~,=(A~),2~,,=(A,~)=26~2fi,, 
and we define 




be the positive system of roots corresponding to the regular element A + 6 
for A E 9;. Let (x’, S’) denote the f spin representations of k acting on 
the complex vector spaces S’ with weights specified as 6, - (T), Tc A,t, 
(- 1)“) = + 1, where ITI denotes the cardinality of a set T. If p E h* is a 
AL-dominant integral linear form on h, let (r,, V,) denote the irreducible k 
(or K) module with AZ-highest weight /J (where 7p acts on the complex 
vector space V,,). For A E P&, 7,, + h, 0 x+ always integrates to a represen- 
tation of K. Let W be the Weyl group of (g, h) and let Q be the Casimir 
operator of G. In [ 131 (see Theorem 2.13 there) the following result is 
obtained. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose G is a connected, noncompact semisimple Lie 
group which is linear and whose complextfication is simply connected. Let K 
be a maximal compact subgroup of G, as above. Let A E Sb which satisfies 
the condition 
(A +6-S’“‘, a) 3 0 for every a in PLA’, (2.4) 
where PC”‘= A n PC”‘, 26”“= (P’“‘) (see (2.2)). (Note that in general 
A +6-c+ is” PC”‘-dominant). Then if (71, H,)E G such that X(Q) = 
(A, A + 26) 1 and Hom,(H,, V,, +6, @ S’ ) # 0, 7t is unitarily equivalent to 
the Harish-Chandra discrete series representation z,, + 6 corresponding to the 
regular element A + 6 (the character of 7~, + 6 is spect>ed in (2.5) below) [6]. 
Also we must have (- 1) ‘(O’ = + 1 where D E W is the unique element such 
that ad + = PC”’ and l(o) = la( -A+) n A +I is the length of 0. 
Remarks. The character 0, + d of rc,, + 6 on the compact Cartan sub- 
group H of G is given by 
( - 1 )“O, + Jexp x) = en LA+ (A + 6, a) C,, wk det yey(“+b’(X’ n (eaw _ e-aw) 
(2.5) 
aeLf+ 
for xeh,, where 2n = dim GfK and where W, c W is the subgroup 
generated by compact root reflections. The proof of Theorem 2.3 depends 
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very much on Schmid’s characterization of a discrete series representation 
by its lowest K type. Here the linearity of G is used. 
Now given A E Pb, let 8: + G/K be the t spinor bundles over G/K 
induced by the K modules V, + 6, 0 S’. Replacing G by a double covering 
if necessary, we may assume G/K has a spin structure (here the assumption 
that G is linear is temporarily dropped). Then we can consider the 
(twisted) Dirac operator [lo] 9; : f “8: -P P&j acting on C” sections. 
9: is elliptic and G-invariant. Being r-invariant in particular, $9; is the 
lift of an elliptic operator r9;: : P(r\&i ) + P(r\&‘; ) on the quotient 
bundle 082. That is ,-9; is locally invariant. Also if (n, H,) E d such 
that dim HomK(Hn, V,+,$S+)-dim HomK(Hn, V,+&S )#O, then 
by [ I] the infinitesimal characters xn, x,, + 6 must agree. In particular we 
must have Z(Q)= (/i, n +26) 1. Thus taking 9 = ,-9l: in (1.2) we get 
ind ,-ST = 1 m,(f) d(rr, A), 
71 E G(T\G), 
n(Q)=(A, A+26) 1, 
(2.6) 
where d(n, /i) = dim Hom,JH,, V,,+@S+)-dim Hom,(H,, V,+@ 
SP ). If G is linear and if/i satisfies (2.4) then (2.6) and Theorem 2.3 imply 
that ind r9; = (- l)‘%~~~+~(~). That is, we have proved 
THEOREM 2.7. Suppose G satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.3. Let 
l-c G be a discrete torsion-free subgroup of G such that r\G has finite 
volume. For A E 9; let II ,, + s be the Harish-Chandra discrete series represen- 
tation of G corresponding to the regular element A + 6, and let IJ be the 
unique Weyl group element such that oA+ = PC”); see (2.1), (2.2), (2.5). 
Suppose A satisfies condition d in (2.4). Then the multiplicity mnn +,( f) oj 
nn f6 in the discrete spectrum L:(T\G) of L’(T\G) is given by 
m,, +,$( r) = ( - 1 )I(“) ind @i, (2.8) 
where f(o) is the length of o and, as above, r9; is the twisted Dirac 
operator. 
Equation (2.8) coincides with Eq. (3.4) of [13] in the co-compact case. 
In this case ind r9i = (- 1)““’ (volume of T\G) (formal degree of rc,, + a), 
for a suitable normalization of Haar measure, as is well known. As 
remarked by Moscovici, the general computation of L*-indicies is rather 
difficult because of the presence of cusps. By our remarks in Section 1, 
Eq. (2.8) is invalid if A does not satisfy condition a. We note, however, that 
if 7c A+6 is an integrable discrete series representation (i.e., its K-finite coef- 
580/72!1-3 
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licients are in L’(G)) then condition (7 of (2.4) is crutornatidl~~ sutisfied. 
This follows by the inequality 
for every /I in PI;‘) (2.9) 
of Trombi and Varadarajan 1121. Thus we have following general inter- 
pretation of the OsborneeWarner formula. 
COROLLARY 2.10. The multiplicit~~ ,formula (2.8 ) holds ,for all integrable 
discrrte .wies representations 77, , (,, A E F;,. 
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